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Experiential
Branding

High impact ideas.
Created to transform your space.

There are thousands of opportunities
each day to connect with your market.
Take advantage by branding your space
to establish value and trust, communicate
identity and strengthen your brand with
customers, employees, vendors, and
visitors. Presentations provides innovation
and cohesion in interior branding to deliver
a solid expression of identity.

■

Logo Walls

■

Artistic Wall Treatments

■

Custom Canvas Art

■

History Walls

■

Window Treatments

■

Branded Wall Paper

■

Display Cases

■

Branded Wayfinding

■

Marketing Displays

■

Custom Directories

■

Interactive Kiosks

■

Digital Displays

Custom wall art
to fit into a space

Contact points in a space
designed around a brand

Dynamic wall displays combine photos
and quotes that stand out

History walls designed
as visual accents

Branded kiosks represent identity and
interact in multiple ways

Promoting brand within
wayfinding graphics

Transform wall space using
custom wallpaper treatment.

Extending your brand into your space promotes
a positive perception of your company. The look
and feel of your environment impacts everyone
that enters. From custom murals to attractive
directories, Presentations creates elements
designed to best fit your space and represent
your brand.

Photo collages to represent
mission and vision

Window treatments and floor design
provide an artistic message

Combining logos and words
for greater brand impact

Unique wall systems get attention
and showcase content
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